
Ensure business continuity by improving performance
with Xavor’s end-to-end Azure Cloud migration solution
tailored to your unique business environment. 
Our experts develop and execute a purpose-built, low-risk migration strategy to enable you to 
overcome the most common business challenges with an on-prem environment:

Xavor equips companies to migrate their infrastructure to the cloud with Azure Migrate and 
eliminate these issues. 

Our team of experts works alongside your team to assess your existing infrastructure to 
build an application profile and develop a migration strategy based on your unique 
business processes. The Database Migration Service then allows for a seamless migration to 
the cloud with minimal downtime.

Migrate to 
Azure Cloud

Migrate to the Azure Cloud with Xavor to 
achieve Efficiency, Agility and Scalability

High risk of data loss in case of system failure

High vulnerability of critical data to breaches and cybercrimes

Frequent data accessibility challenges

High maintenance costs 

Limited scalability of infrastructure

Accessibility to data from 
anywhere around the globe

Efficient infrastructure 
management and reduced 
unplanned downtime

Agile environment that 
adjusts to changing 
business realities

Enhanced security with an 
effective disaster recovery 
system 

Improvements in productivity 
owing to company-wide 
availability of real-time data

5-week Implementation



Xavor’s end-to-end Azure Cloud Migration takes a systematic approach by following a series of steps 
to deliver a fully operational and risk-free migration to the Azure Cloud:

Disclaimer: Timeline and costs may vary based on detailed scope of engagement.

Program Particulars

Analysis of existing solution(s)
Key component identification
Dependency tracking  

Migration plan (data, application)
Azure services recommendation
Cost optimization plan
Migration order and roadmap

Provision cloud resources
Configure cloud resources
Initiate data migration
Initiate application migration

Review
Validation
Finalize migration execution
Final cutover

Week 1

Timeline

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5
Post cutover monitoring
Issue resolution
Future optimizations and recommendations

Our Process

Years
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Discovery & Assessment

Migration Roadmap Creation

Execution

Review Migration Success

Post-Migration Support


